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Live Your  
Life Great  
in Retirement
With an annuity from Great American 
Life Insurance Company®

 It pays to keep things simple®

Lisa from Colorado, customer since 2017
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What does a great retirement look like to you?

Maybe it’s traveling, cooking, spending time with grandchildren or revisiting an old hobby. No matter 
how you envision your retirement, Great American Life Insurance Company® is here to help. 

We’re focused on providing annuities that are easier to understand, so you can focus on what matters 
most. Hundreds of thousands of people have entrusted a piece of their retirement to Great American 
Life®. Let us help you reach your goals, too.

Mary from Missouri, customer since 2017
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Do you want to spend time with family?

James from Michigan, customer since 2018

Cindy from California, customer since 2005

“My three beautiful granddaughters make my life great! 
Although they live on the complete opposite coast, my 
wife and I make the cross-country trip several times a 
year. One of my favorite things to do is to hold and hug 
all three together for a picture, but it’s getting harder as 
they get older and bigger. Hopefully I can do these a 
bit longer, it just fills my heart!”  

- Wallace from New Jersey, customer since 2018
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“After I turned 50, I 
started a nonprofit to 

help reduce waste and 
hunger in San Diego. It 

has been exhausting but 
very exhilarating to be able 

to fulfill this dream in my 
“second chapter.” This 

opportunity to truly make 
a change and improve 

people’s lives daily is what 
makes my life GREAT!” 

– Nita from California,  
customer since 2019

Carol from New York, customer since 2011

John from New Hampshire, customer since 2000

Do you see yourself volunteering or starting a new hobby?
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Or maybe world travel is your dream...

“Taking a stupendous 
backpacking trip of a 
lifetime with extended 
family and looking forward 
to the next trip to the 
backcountry wilderness 
with family or friends.” 

– Dave from Texas, 
customer since 2013

Adrienne from Pennsylvania, customer since 2002 Imelda from New Jersey, customer since 2020

Simple is Great
At Great American Life 
Insurance Company, 
we understand the 
importance of a secure 
retirement. That’s why 
we are committed to 
simplifying your path to 
financial security with 
annuities that are easier 
to understand and 
superior service every 
step of the way.
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“This photo is from the summit of the Cho La Pass (17,782 ft) in 
Nepal. I was trekking on the High Passes route to the Everest 

Base Camp in 2018. An awesome experience.” 

- Bruce from Minnesota, customer since 2016

An annuity is designed to protect and grow your money, and 
then provide a stream of income during your retirement. In 
fact, other than pensions, annuities are the only products 
that provide guaranteed lifetime income.

There are several advantages to annuities, including: 

Is an annuity right for you?

Protection and growth 
Grow your money while protecting all or some of it 
from loss.

Tax-deferral  
Take advantage of tax-deferred growth.

Retirement income 
Turn money you’ve saved into a regular paycheck for  
a number of years or for life.

Death benefit 
An efficient way to leave a legacy for your loved ones.
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Why choose Great American Life?
As a leading provider of annuities, Great American Life 
Insurance Company is committed to helping people plan  
for a secure retirement. We offer a level of financial strength 
that our customers can count on. We are a wholly owned 
subsidiary of MassMutual, one of the largest life insurance 
companies in the U.S., founded in 1851.

Products issued by Great American Life Insurance Company® (Cincinnati, Ohio), a wholly owned subsidiary of MassMutual, 
under contract forms ICC21-P1152121NW, ICC20- P1144420NW, ICC20- P1144520NW, ICC20- P1474420NW, P1101814ID, 
P1101914ID, P1113516ID, P1126818ID, P1140119ID, P1104219ID, P1110416ID, P1074514ID, P1822217ID, P1822317ID, 
P1825218ID, P1134618ID, P1112916ID, P1470017ID, P1457113ID, P1146620ID, P1112916ID, P1104414ID, P1135619ID and 
P1080010ID. Form numbers vary by state. © 2021 Great American Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved.

Great American® appearing with the Great American Logo is a registered trademark of Great American Insurance Company 
and is used under license.
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